SGA Resolution No. 28-06-F

A Resolution to allow students who purchase meal plans to keep track of their meals and flex dollars electronically via PipelineMT.

Whereas: Students who purchase meal plans should be able to view their flex dollar balance and number of meals remaining per week (if their meal plan restricts weekly meals) via PipelineMT,

Whereas: Flex dollars is money already allocated that must be budgeted responsibly. It is MTSU’s duty to facilitate this budgeting,

Whereas: Allowing students to view their flex dollars account on PipelineMT would hopefully result in more students being able to adequately budget their flex dollar usage so as to have a remaining balance until the end of each semester,

Whereas: This measure will ensure students to utilize all of their flex dollars before they expire,

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 69TH CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MTSU THAT:

Section 1: A new hyperlink following the “Vote in SGA Elections” hyperlink, congruent in format to the “SGA Elections” hyperlink, once within the “WebMT” then “Student and Financial aid” page be added, entitled “Meal Plan.”

Section 2: Said “Meal Plan” hyperlink will lead to a page displaying flex dollar balance and meals remaining (if particular meal plan limits weekly meals) in a format to be decided upon by the web page designer.

Sponsored by: Senator Michael Counts
Senator Debra Fulcher

[Signatures]
Speaker of Senate
SGA President
VP Student Affairs
MEMORANDUM

TO: Ms. Lucinda Lea
   Vice President, Information Technology

   Mr. Russell Doyle
   Director, ARAMARK Food Services

FROM: Dr. Robert Glenn
   Vice President for Student Affairs &
   Vice Provost for Academic and Enrollment Services

RE: SGA Resolution 28-06-F

DATE: February 9, 2007

The attached legislation requests that a student’s flex dollar balance be accessible via PipelineMT. Students have indicated that the only way that they may currently obtain their balance is by standing in line at one of our food service venues. This can be a long wait dependent upon the time of day.

We generally ask the appropriate departments to provide some timely response to SGA legislation, and I kindly request that you correspond with Mr. Jay Cash, SGA President and Dr. Gene Fitch, to that effect in this instance. Mr. Cash may be contacted at MTSU Box 1 or at ext. 2464. Dr. Fitch may be reached at MTSU Box 17 or ext. 2750.

Cc: Mr. Jay Cash
   Ms. Meagan Flippin
   Mr. Josh McKenzie
   Mr. Ben Hall
   Dr. Gene Fitch